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Abstract. Facial expression modeling is central to facial expression
recognition and expression synthesis for facial animation. Previous works
reported that modeling the facial expression with low-dimensional man-
ifold is more appropriate than using a linear subspace. In this paper,
we propose a manifold-based 3D face reconstruction approach to esti-
mating the 3D face model and the associated expression deformation
from a single face image. In the training phase, we build a nonlinear 3D
expression manifold from a large set of 3D facial expression models to
represent the facial shape deformations due to facial expressions. Then
a Gaussian mixture model in this manifold is learned to represent the
distribution of expression deformation. By combining the merits of mor-
phable neutral face model and the low-dimensional expression manifold,
we propose a new algorithm to reconstruct the 3D face geometry as well
as the 3D shape deformation from a single face image with expression in
an energy minimization framework. Experimental results on CMU-PIE
image database and FG-Net video database are shown to validate the
effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
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1 Introduction

3D human face modeling from images is a very popular topic with many appli-
cations, such as facial animation, face recognition, model-based facial video com-
munication, etc. Previous works on 3D head modeling from a single face image
utilized prior information on 3D head models. However, it is difficult to accurately
reconstruct the 3D face model from a single face image with expression since the fa-
cial expression induces 3D face model deformation in a complex manner. The main
challenge is the coupling of the neutral 3D face model and the 3D deformation due
to expression, thus making the 3D model estimation from a single face image with
expression very difficult. In this paper, we propose a 3D face model reconstruction
algorithm that can recover the 3D face model as well as the 3D expressional de-
formation from a single face image with expression. Our algorithm integrates the
linear and non-linear subspace representations for a prior 3D neutral morphable
model and the probabilistic manifold-based 3D expressional deformation.
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1.1 Related Work

Model-based statistical techniques have been widely used for robust human face
modeling. Most of the previous 3D face reconstruction techniques require more
than one face image to achieve satisfactory 3D human face modeling. Another
approach for 3D face reconstruction from a single image is to simplify the prob-
lem by using a statistical head model as the prior. For example, Blanz and Vet-
ter [1] proposed an algorithm for 3D face model reconstruction by minimizing
the discrepancies between the face image and the corresponding image rendered
from a morphable 3D head model under a suitable illumination condition. Later,
this technique was successfully applied to near-neutral face recognition [2] and
achieved a high recognition rate.

In practice, it is difficult to estimate the lighting condition from a single face
image. In addition, the facial expression variation could be the most critical issue
in the 3D face model reconstruction process. For 3D facial expression analysis,
most of the previous works [3,4,5,6] focused on avoiding or reducing the ef-
fect of facial expression to achieve accurate 3D face recognition. There are also
several methods proposed to analyze facial expression for different applications
with the aid of a 3D face model [7,8] or multiple views [9]. Blanz et al. [10]
further extended their previous works [1,2] to handle facial expression by col-
lecting 35 expression 3D scans from an individual and reanimated the faces in
images by linear-subspace analysis. However, they ignored the variations across
individuals and the styles of different individuals can not be well represented.
The expression and light condition re-targeting technique proposed in [11] can
transfer the expression and illumination from a 3D scan to a reconstructed neu-
tral 3D face model by using the estimated spherical harmonic light field and
existing facial expression motion field. Recently, non-linear embedding methods
such as ISOMAP [12], locally linear embedding [13], and global coordinate of
local linear method [14] were proposed to handle high-dimensional non-linear
data, which could be more appropriate to model the facial expression variations.
Continuous facial expression deformations in images represent a smooth man-
ifold in the high-dimensional space and the intrinsic dimension could be much
smaller. Researchers have also developed manifold-based learning methods for
facial expressions and applied them to 2D face expression recognition or synthe-
sis [15,16,17]. Later, a manifold-based method [18] was proposed to register 3D
scans and transfer expression from one 3D face to another by using the unified
manifold space analysis.

1.2 Contribution

In this paper, we propose an algorithm to reconstruct a 3D face model with the
associated expressional deformation directly from a single 2D face image with
expression based on linear and non-linear subspace analysis. We propose a novel
approach which combines probabilistic manifold embedding and prior 3D eigen-
head model to perform this task. The manifold is not constructed to represent
the whole expressional 3D models, but only model the deformation from neutral
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Fig. 1. The framework of our 3D expression reconstruction

3D face to the corresponding expressional 3D face. The parameters estimated
during the reconstruction process are sampled from the probability distribution
on the neutral eigenface space as well as the low-dimensional expression manifold
space and they minimize the total-image re-projection error simultaneously.

In summary, the contributions of this proposed approach are listed as follows:
First, we propose to reconstruct the complete 3D face model with expression
deformation from a single image without existing action unit, motion field, or
any expression style assumption. Second, a probabilistic nonlinear 3D expression
manifold is learned from a large set, more than 1000, of 3D facial expression mod-
els to represent the general deformations from facial expressions. The manifold
reduces the complexity of the reconstruction problem and therefore makes it
easier and more robust to track the continuous expression deformation in image
sequence. Third, from the learned expression manifold, the reconstructed 3D
face model can be re-targeted to any expression content, style or even mixture
of them in a more general way.

The global view of our training and reconstruction process is shown in Fig.1.
Inter and intra face deformation modeling will be introduced in the following
two sections. In section 2, we briefly review the technique of morphable model
and spherical harmonics for shape and illumination approximation, respectively.
In section 3, we describe how to estimate the probabilistic manifold for facial
expression deformations. The main steps of the reconstruction process and pa-
rameter estimation are described in section 4. We demonstrate the effectiveness
and accuracy of the proposed algorithm through experiments on simulated and
real images in section 5. The final section concludes this paper.

2 Morphable Model and Spherical Harmonics
Illumination

In this section, we will first briefly describe the morphable model used for 3D
face model reconstruction from a single face image. On the other hand, spherical
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harmonic bases [19] have been used to approximate the face images of a 3D
face model under different illumination conditions. The morphable model and
spherical harmonic bases are employed in our algorithm to approximate a 3D
face model with a small number of parameters and the corresponding face images
under different lighting conditions, respectively.

2.1 Morphable Model

Morphable model provides the prior knowledge of neutral 3D face geometry
as well as the texture. The geometry of a face model can be represented as
S = (x1, y1, z1 · · · , xN , yN , zN ) ∈ �3N and the appearance can be represented as
a vector T = (r1, g1, b1 · · · , rN , gN , bN) ∈ �3N , where N is the total number of
vertices in a 3D model. Therefore, the geometry and texture of a 3D face model
can be approximated by a mean and a linear combination of several eigenhead
basis vectors:

S(α) = S̄ +
m∑

i=1

αisi

T (β) = T̄ +
m∑

i=1

βiti

(1)

where S̄ and T̄ are the mean shape and texture vector, si and ti are the i-
th eigen-shape basis and the i-th eigen-texture basis of the morphable model,
respectively, and α = [α1, · · · , αm] and β = [β1, · · · , βm] contain the shape
and texture coefficients, respectively, to represent the 3D head model. In this
work, we use the 3D face scans and images from BU-3DFE database [20] as
the training faces for generating the morphable model. In order to obtain the
point-wise correspondence of all the 3D faces, we build a generic model shown
in Fig. 2(left). The 3D scans and images from the neutral faces in BU-3DFE are
registered to the generic model and re-sampled to compute the shape and texture
bases in the morphable model. An example of the training data is depicted in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The preprocessing of training data. Left: The generic face model labeled with
83 feature points. Center: The upper row is the original face scan and the lower is the
model after registration, re-sampling and smoothing. Right: The triangulation detail
of the processed model.
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2.2 Spherical Harmonic Bases

Spherical harmonic bases [19] have been used to approximate the images of a
3D model under a wide variety of lighting conditions. These bases could be
determined by the surface normal n and the albedo λ. In this case, the albedo
λ can be approximated by the texture part of the morphable model T (β) in
Eq. (1). It is easier to describe the basis if we write it as a function of x, y,
z instead of the angle of spherical coordinates. Let nx, ny, nz denote the unit
normal vector at the corresponding 3D point, denote the vector containing the
albedos of the object and the operator .* denote the element-wise product. With
the notation used in [21] , the first nine spherical harmonic bases for the image
intensity at a 3D point are given bellow:

b00 = λ√
4π
, be11 =

√
3
4πλ. ∗ nx,

bo11 =
√

3
4πλ. ∗ ny, b

e
10 =

√
3
4πλ. ∗ nz,

bo21 = 3
√

5
12πλ. ∗ nynz, b

o
22 = 3

√
5

12πλ. ∗ nynz,

be21 = 3
√

5
12πλ. ∗ nxnz, b

e
22 = 3

2

√
5

12πλ. ∗ (nxnx − nyny)

b20 = 1
2

√
3
4πλ. ∗ (2nznz − nxnx − nyny)

(2)

By concatenating the nine spherical harmonic bases for all the N 3D points
into the matrix B(λ,n) ∈ �N×9 , we can approximate the image of a 3D model
under arbitrary illumination conditions with a linear combination of the bases
as follows:

Imodel = B� (3)

where � ∈ �9 is a 9-dimensional weighting vector.

3 Probabilistic Manifold Embedding for the Deformations
from Facial Expressions

There are several techniques proposed recently to infer the intrinsic structure
of the non-linear data. After some experiments, our results show that locally
linear embedding (LLE) and Laplacian eigenmaps are suitable for modeling the
expression deformations. For our training data set, LLE outperforms the Lapla-
cian eigenmaps. In this section, we present how to build a probabilistic model
in a non-linear low-dimensional manifold for representing of the 3D deformation
due to facial expression.

3.1 Low-Dimensional Embedding

We employ the LLE [13] to achieve a low-dimensional non-linear embedding of
M expression deformations Δsfp

i obtained by registering between the 3D models
of a subject with and without expression in the BU-3DFE database [20]:

Δsfp
i = Sfp

Ei − Sfp
Ni (4)
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where Sfp
Ei =

{
xE

1 , y
E
1 , z

E
1 , · · ·xE

n , y
E
n , z

E
n

} ∈ �3n is a set of feature points rep-
resenting the i-th 3D face geometry with facial expression, and similarly, Sfp

Ni

denotes the set of feature points of the corresponding 3D neutral face. In our
experiment, we used 83 feature landmarks for each face scan obtained from the
database BU-3DFE, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The collection of M 3D expression de-
formations, denoted by Δsfp

i for i = 1, · · · ,M , including the happy, sad and sur-
prise expressions, are embedded to M 2D points on the manifold space. Fig. 3(a)
shows the embedded two-dimensional manifold space.

3.2 Probability Distribution in the Expression Manifold

As described in the previous sub-section, M training data sets are projected onto
a 2D manifold, including different magnitude, content, and styles of expressions.
Each expression of a certain individual forms a trajectory in the manifold 2D
space. In order to represent the distribution of expression deformations, Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) is used to approximate the probability distribution of
the 3D expression deformation in this low-dimensional expression manifold as
follows:

pGMM (sLLE) =
C∑

c=1

ωcN(sLLE;μc, Σc) (5)

where ωc is the probability of being in cluster c, 0 < ωc < 1 and
∑C

c=1 ωc = 1 , μc

and Σc are the mean and covariance matrix for the c-th Gaussian distribution.
The expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is employed to compute the

maximum likelihood estimation of the model parameters from the training data.
We apply the EM-based Gaussian mixtures estimation [22] to build the un-
supervised GMM in the LLE manifold space for 3D expression deformations.
The colorful dots shown in Fig. 3(a) indicate the distribution of the manifold and
the probability distribution of the estimated GMM in the expression manifold
is shown in Fig. 3(b).
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Fig. 3. Low-dimensional manifold representation of expression deformations. (a) 3D
expression deformations are projected onto the 2D expression manifold. (b) The prob-
ability distribution of the estimated GMM.
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4 3D Model Reconstruction from a Single Face Image
with Unknown Expression

In this section, we propose a new algorithm to reconstruct the 3D face model
from a single image based on the learned neutral 3D face morphable model
and the probabilistic 2D expression manifold model. We apply an iterative
scheme to optimize the intra and inter deformation of 3D human face models. To
be more robust during the optimization procedure, we first analyze the magni-
tude of the expression deformation. We quantify the deformation of every vertex
in the original 3D space to measure the deformation magnitude. The color distri-
bution shown in Fig. 4 denotes the magnitude distribution of the corresponding
expression deformation and the unified magnitude vector is obtained by calcu-
lating the combination of the magnitudes from different expressions. From the
above statistics on the deformation magnitudes for different expressions at all
locations in the 3D face model, we can determine the weighting of each node
in the face 3D model for the morphable model (neutral face) as well as the ex-
pression model. Therefore, the weighting of each 3D vertex j for a neutral face
model, denoted by wN

j , can be defined as:

wN
j =

magmax −magj

magmax −magmin
(6)

where magmax, magmin, and magj denote maximal, minimal and the j-th ver-
tex’s deformation magnitudes, respectively. Similarly, for facial expression mod-
eling, the weighting of each 3D vertex j, denoted by wE

j is defined by:

wE
j = 1 − wN

j (7)

HA

SA SU Unified magnitude

(HA+SA+SU)

Blue
(low)

Red
(high)

Fig. 4. The magnitude distribution of facial deformation under different expressions.
The magnitudes of different expressions are drawn on the generic model.

4.1 Initialization

For the initialization of 3D model, we first estimate the shape parameters by
minimizing the geometric distance of the landmark features. The minimization
problem is given by:

min
f,R,t,α

n∑

j=1

wN
j ‖uj − (PfRx̂j(α) + t)‖ (8)
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where uj denotes the coordinate of the j-th feature point in 2D image, P is an
orthographic projection matrix, f is the scaling factor, R denotes the 3D rotation
matrix, t is the translation vector, and x̂j(α) denotes the j-th reconstructed 3D
feature point that is determined by the shape parameter vector α as follows

x̂j = x̄j +
m∑

l=1

αls
j
l (9)

The function minimization problem given in Eq. (8) can be solved by using
the Levenberg-Marquart optimization [23] to find the 3D face shape vector and
the pose of the 3D face as the initial solution for the 3D face model. In this step,
the 3D neutral face model is initialized and the effect of the deformation from
facial expression can be alleviated by using the weighting wN

j for the neutral
face model.

Since the magnitude, content, and styles of expressions are all embedded into
the low-dimensional expression manifold, the only parameters for facial expres-
sion are the coordinate of sLLE. The initial sLLE is set to (0, 0.01), which is
located at the common border of different expressions on the expression mani-
fold.

4.2 Parameters Optimization

After the initialization step, all the parameters are iteratively optimized in two
steps which will be described in details subsequently.

Texture and Illumination Update. To recover the texture and illumina-
tion, we need to estimate texture coefficient vector β and then determine the
illumination bases B and the corresponding spherical harmonic (SH) coefficient
vector �. From Eq. (2), spherical harmonic bases B are determined by the surface
normal n and texture intensity T (β). Therefore, with the surface normal n deter-
mined from the current 3D face model, the texture coefficient vector β and the
SH coefficient vector � can be estimated by solving the non-linear optimization
problem:

min
β,�

‖Iinput − B(T (β),n)�‖ (10)

According to different reflection properties in the face feature area and skin
area, we define these two areas for more accurate texture and illumination es-
timation. Since the feature area is less sensitive to lighting variations, texture
coefficient vector β are estimated based on minimizing the intensity errors for
the vertices in the face feature area. On the other hand, the SH coefficient vector
� is determined by minimizing the image intensity errors in the skin area.

3D Face Shape Update. In this step, the inter and intra face deformation is
estimated from the photometric approximation with the estimated texture para-
meters obtained from the previous step. Since we have the statistical models of
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facial geometry and deformation, the shape parameters α, the expression para-
meters ŝLLE and the pose vector ρ = {f,R, t} can be estimated by maximizing
the posterior probability(MAP) for a given input image Iinput and the texture
parameter vector β. Similar with [2], we neglect the correlation between these
parameters and the posterior probability can be written as follows:

p(α,ρ, ŝLLE|Iinput,β) ∝ p(Iinput|α,β,ρ, ŝLLE) · p(α, ρ, ŝLLE)

≈ exp(
−‖Iinput−Iexp(α,β,ρ,̂sLLE)‖2

2σ2
I

) · p(α) · p(ρ) · p(̂sLLE)
(11)

with

Iexp(α,β, f,R, t, ŝLLE) = I(fR(S(α) + ψ(̂sLLE)) + t) (12)

where σI is the standard deviation of the image synthesis error, and ψ(̂sLLE) :
�e → �3N is a nonlinear mapping function that maps the estimated ŝLLE from
the embedded space with dimension e = 2 to the original 3D deformation space
with dimension 3N. Although the embedded manifold is globally nonlinear, it
is constructed based on a neighbor-preserving mapping. Therefore, we use the
nonlinear mapping function of the following form:

ψ(̂sLLE) =
∑

k∈NB(̂sLLE)

wkΔsk (13)

where NB(ŝLLE) is the set of nearest neighbor training data points to ŝLLE on
the expression manifold,Δsk, is the 3D deformation vector for the k-th facial
expression data in the training data set, and the weight wk is determined from
the neighbors by the same method described in LLE [13].

Since the prior probability of ŝLLE in the expression manifold is given by
the Gaussian mixture model pGMM (̂sLLE) and α is estimated by PCA analysis,
maximizing the log-likelihood of the posterior probability in Eq.(11) is equivalent
to minimizing the following energy function.

max
(
ln p(α, ρ, ŝLLE|Iinput,β)

) ≈
min

(‖Iinput−Iexp(α,β,ρ,̂sLLE)‖2

2σ2
I

+
m∑

i=1

α2
i

2λi
− ln p(ρ) − ln pGMM (̂sLLE)

)
(14)

where λi denotes the i-th eigenvalue estimated with PCA for neutral 3D faces.
Note that p(ρ) can be simply a constant or modeled with a reasonable prior
probability density function to impose constraints on the pose parameters.

4.3 Algorithm Summary

To reduce the possibility of being trapped into a local minimum solution, the
proposed 3D face model reconstruction algorithm follows a coarse-to-fine opti-
mization strategy in two respects:
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– We build two morphable models for low and high resolutions and an
L-level Gaussian pyramid for each input face image Iinput. The level
of Iinput will decrease and the resolution of the morphable model will
increase along with the iteration.

– The number of eigenhead bases used for neutral face modeling will
also be increased as the iteration increases.

Our algorithm is summarized as follows:

1. Build an L-level Gaussian pyramid for the input image Iinput, and set level =
L. Initially we apply the low-resolution morphable model and set the number
of eigenhead bases m = 5.

2. Initialize the pose and shape coefficients by the feature landmarks. Set the
initial sLLE = (0, 0.01). (Section 4.1)

3. Optimize the texture coefficient vector β and update the SH coefficient vector
by solving Eq. (10). (Section 4.2)

4. Update the pose parameters, neutral face shape model parameters α, and
expression parameters sLLE simultaneously by minimizing the cost function
in Eq. (14). (Section 4.2)

5. Set level = level− 1, and m = m+ 2. Apply the high-resolution morphable
model when level ≤ L

2 .
6. Repeat step 3, 4 and 5 until level = 0.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we validate the proposed method by conducting several exper-
iments on different data sets. In the following experiments, we used the same
definition of facial feature points in BU-3DFE database [20] both in the train-
ing phase and the initial step of the reconstruction process for comparison of
different methods. First, the 3D reconstruction accuracy is evaluated through
experiments on the face images simulated from known 3D face models. The
second experiment is conducted on CMU-PIE data set [24]. We also apply the
proposed algorithm to achieve 3D modeling and tracking on the FG-Net [25]
database with different facial expressions.

5.1 3D Reconstruction Accuracy

In order to measure the accuracy of reconstructed 3D face model, we randomly
generate simulated face models from three sets of expression scans. These 3D
face models are generated with different degrees, types, and style of expressions,
including happiness, sadness, and surprise, under arbitrary illumination condi-
tions. The images are rendered with OpenGL, as depicted in Fig. 5, and used as
the input images for the 3D reconstruction.

For more quantitative measurement, we calculate the average error from the
3D differences of all vertices and normalize the error by the size, edgecube, of the
bounding cube containing the 3D face model:
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Fig. 5. 3D expression reconstruction from a single simulated face image. (a) The first
column shows the input images and the second column are the results of PCA-based
method. The third and the fourth columns represent the reconstructed 3D face models
with expression, and those after expression removal by our proposed algorithm. (b)
The curves are the average differences between reconstructed 3D face model and the
ground truth along the updating steps with two different methods.

err =

N∑

j=1

∥
∥v̂j − vg

j

∥
∥

N · edgecube
(15)

where v̂j is the j -th 3D vertex of the reconstructed face model, and vg
j is the

j -th 3D vertex of the ground truth. In this experiment, the proposed algorithm
is also compared with the PCA-based method. For a fair comparison, the PCA
model is built from the face models with neutral, happiness, sadness, and surprise
expressions and the same optimization scheme is applied for the PCA method.
The reconstructed expressional 3D faces and the models after expression removal
(i.e. the neutral part S(α)) are shown in Fig. 5. The average errors between the
reconstructed 3D model and the ground truth are computed with Eq. (15) at
every updating step. By optimizing the photometric approximation in the 2D
image, the error of our 3D reconstruction is monotonically decreased as the
updating steps increase. Comparatively, the results of the PCA method shown
in Fig. 5 are not stable and the reconstructed 3D face models sometimes are not
satisfactory. The unstable phenomenon of the PCA-based method in Fig. 5(b)
may be caused by the unsuitable linear modeling of the manifold structured
expression deformation, which leads to ambiguity in the optimization process.

5.2 Experiments on Real Images

We used the CMU-PIE data set [24], which contains face images under different
poses, illumination and facial expressions, to test the proposed algorithm. The
facial expressions in CMU-PIE include smile, blink and talk, and all the face
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Fig. 6. 3D expression reconstruction from a single real image: the first row shows the
input images and the bar graphs of the estimated probabilities for the expression mod-
eling on the learned manifold. The second and third row represent our results, including
the final reconstructed expressive face models and those after expression removal. The
bottom row shows the results from the PCA-based method.

images with smile expressions are used in our experiments. For sadness and
surprise expressions, we selected some frames of these two expressions in FG-
Net database [25] as the input images in our experiments.

Most of the testing images got high probabilities for the corresponding ex-
pressions. Some of the reconstructed models and the corresponding probabil-
ity distributions of different expressions are shown in Fig. 6. The bar graphs in
Fig. 6 show the estimated probabilities for the expression modeling on the learned
manifold, which also demonstrate the accuracy of facial expression estimation.
The second and third rows show the reconstructed 3D face model with expres-
sions under a novel view and the synthesized images after expression removal by
using the proposed method. The bottom row shows the results of PCA-based
method which can not provide satisfactory face model reconstruction. The at-
tached supplemental materials contain more 3D face reconstruction results.

5.3 Experiments on Video Sequences

We also applied the proposed algorithm to estimate the 3D deformable face
models from video sequences with facial expressions. The face videos with dif-
ferent facial expressions from the FG-Net database [25] are used as inputs to
our algorithm. We labeled the feature landmarks in the first frame of each video
sequence and reconstruct the 3D face model with the associated 3D expression
deformation. In the subsequent frames, we update the parameters of pose, shape,
and expression deformation by photometric approximation as described in Sec-
tion 4.2. Some results of the testing sequences are shown in Fig. 7. Similarly, we
include more experimental results in the attached supplemental materials.
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Frame:46 Frame:88 Frame:113 Frame:155

Frame:23 Frame:44 Frame:54 Frame:58

Fig. 7. 3D face reconstruction from video sequences in FG-Net video database

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel algorithm for reconstructing the 3D face
model and the associated 3D expression deformation from a single expressional
face image based on modeling the 3D expression deformation with the proba-
bilistic manifold modeling and 3D neutral face models with the 3D morphable
model. The non-linear expression deformation manifold and the linear morphable
neutral face model are integrated in an optimization framework for this problem.
With the combination of spherical harmonics, the texture and illumination con-
dition can be measured more accurately, thus improving the 3D shape optimiza-
tion. Based on this framework, we can include more different types of expression
deformations into the training data to achieve 3D modeling or re-targeting with
the learned probabilistic manifold for more general facial expression images. The
experiments on the simulated and real images demonstrate the accuracy and ef-
fectiveness of the proposed 3D face reconstruction algorithm.
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